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Enjoy the magic of relationships in this enchanting coloring book by bestselling coloring
designer, Selina Fenech.
Color anywhere, anytime, with these magical fantasy art coloring designs by bestselling
coloring designer, Selina Fenech - in Pocket Size!
Take your own artistic vision to a whole new level with the latest addition to the Grimm
Fairy Tales coloring book line... THE LITTLE MERMAID! Now with the power of your
own imagination and love for coloring, you can bring to life the first chapters of the hit
comic book series, THE LITTLE MERMAID. Erica has been born with a unique gift,
something she discovered when she turned 16-- Erica is a mermaid. With her gift
comes a curse, as the human race doesn't understand her but want to use her powers
for their own ends. Will she be able to free herself and save a world that doesn't fully
accept her as one of their own? Read the story while becoming a part of the creative
journey, as you take on the task of coloring comic book superstar Miguel Mendonca's
artwork!
Welcome to a world of elves and fairies, beautiful creatures, the likes of which you have
never seen. We have created something special for you. A fun book with illustrations
that are highly detailed, which include mesmerizing girls, wild life, unique wild flowers,
and much more. This book is aimed at experienced artist. If you enjoy detail and want
to escape the stress of daily life and relax, forgetting your troubles, this book is for you.
30 highly detailed illustrations Each image is printed on a separate page to prevent
bleed-through. We provide other books on variety of topics that you can access on our
online store. Keywords: girls, adult, coloring, book, wood, forest, trees, beautiful,
relaxing, leisure, stress relief, beginner, expert, pencils, colors, elves, fairies, magic,
bok, detailed, high, definition, patterns, colors, unique, gift, idea, relieve, relief, stress,
relaxation, relax
Alice has a nose for trouble, but luckily she's a fairy--a Temporary Fairy. She has a
magic wand, fairy wings, and a blanket, all of which she uses to disappear, to fly, to
transform her dad into a horse, and to turn his cookies into her own! There are still a
few things Alice needs to learn to become a Permanent Fairy, like how to float her dog
on the ceiling and make her clothes put themselves away, but she's working on it--sort
of. Here's an endearing, funny story about a girl and her magical imagination, sure to
delight every fairy in training!
Welcome to a world of fabulous fairies created by the bestselling artist of Creative Cats
coloring book. Thirty-one enchanting images include a tiny artist painting delicate
blossoms, a sprite riding on a shooting star, and other winsome illustrations.
Explore a new way to color with Selina's GRAYSCALE Coloring Editions. Be taken
away to a beautiful and inspiring world of fairies and dragons as you color in these
beautiful, black and white, "fairies and friends" themed paintings, optimized for coloring.
Let the original painting's tones and shading guide you to creating your own
masterpieces that appear like magic! Features fully shaded, black and white versions of
finished paintings, ready for color to be added. 25 artworks to color, with a bonus
second set of the same designs for further experimentation, backup, or sharing. Images
on one side only Large 8.5 x 11 inch size Detail/Skill Level Guide: These images are
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medium-complex in detail. Fairy Companions - Grayscale Coloring Edition features the
same set of artworks as Selina's more traditional Fairy Companions Coloring Book, for
those who prefer outline style coloring books.
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How To Catch series comes an
all-new tooth fairy book! From losing your first tooth to waiting for the arrival of the
mysterious tooth fairy, How to Catch the Tooth Fairy celebrates this special event in
your child's life with a lively story of the tooth fairy's escape from some very determined
kids! Can you catch her? How to catch the Tooth Fairy? It's not an easy task. You can
try to catch her, but she is just too fast! Get ready to laugh along with this zany story as
the tooth fairy dodges traps, drool, dental floss webs, and more in this fun bedtime book
for kids.
Lose yourself in an enchanted world of fairies, unicorns, and dragons, as you color in these
stunningly detailed fantasy forest themed illustrations. This coloring book features 25 detailed
magical forest designs by Selina Fenech, converted from her original paintings, ready to be
brought to life with color! BONUS This book includes TWO full sets of the 25 artworks, for a
total of 50 pages to color in. Try different color schemes, share with a family member, or have
a back up in case of an oops! The paper is a quality white bond, images on one side only for
easy removal and display. Coloring for all ages, these intricate designs are suitable for adults
and experienced colorists.
Enjoy coloring kimono patterns, botanical accents and inspired costumes worn by fairy tale
women and fox spirits. This coloring book features 25 detailed designs of Japanese fox spirits,
fairies and Chinese zodiac characters by fantasy artist Meredith Dillman. The paper is standard
white 60# bond paper, suitable for colored pencils (markers or gel pens should be used with
protective paper placed behind the page). Pages are printed on side only. Each image has a
white border so none of the drawing is lost in the binding. Page size is 8.5x11 inches with 8x10
inch artwork.
Children's book illustrator Ruth Sanderson has created her first coloring book for adults! Enjoy
bringing your own coloring vision to these 24 exquisite fairy drawings. The pictures range from
simpler line art to ones with line shading, for every level and interest. The pictures are printed
on one side of the paper. In addition to the full page images, a bonus section contains 12
selected images formatted on the page to create hand-colored greeting cards. Color, cut out
and fold, and add your own greeting! Visit the artist on Facebook at RuthSandersonArt and on
her website, ruthsanderson.com for colored pencil tutorials and news of new releases.
Geralt the Witcher—revered and hated—holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity
in this collection of adventures, the first chapter in the New York Times bestselling series that
inspired the hit Netflix show and the blockbuster video games. Geralt is a Witcher, a man
whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a
brilliant fighter and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary killer. His sole purpose: to
destroy the monsters that plague the world. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and
not everything fair is good . . . and in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. And look out for
The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy! Witcher collections The
Last Wish Sword of Destiny Witcher novels Blood of Elves The Time of Contempt Baptism of
Fire The Tower of Swallows Lady of the Lake ?Season of Storms Hussite Trilogy The Tower of
Fools The Malady and Other Stories: An Andrzej Sapkowski Sampler (e-only) Translated from
original Polish by Danusia Stok
Lose yourself in the beautiful darkness of magical women, dragons, witches, and dark angels,
as you color in these stunningly detailed gothic fantasy themed illustrations. This coloring book
features 25 detailed dark fantasy and gothic designs by Selina Fenech, converted from her
original paintings, ready to be brought to life with color! BONUS This book includes TWO full
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sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in. Try different color schemes, share
with a family member, or have a back up in case of a mistake. The paper is a quality white
bond, images on one side only for easy removal and display. Coloring for all ages, these
intricate designs are suitable for adults and experienced colorists.
A World of Fairies and Fantasy is a coloring book featuring the artwork of Molly Harrison. This
book contains 25 unique images printed on one side only. Suitable for adults and children who
are old enough to have developed fine motor skills. This coloring book features dreamy fairies
in bohemian dresses and flowing hair, fairies with their companions, moons, stars, flowers,
dragonflies and more! There are also several angels.If coloring with markers, please be sure to
put several pieces of paper between the pages (or a piece of card stock) to prevent bleed
through to the other side. You also might want to do this if pressing firmly with colored pencils.
Be sure to see Molly's other books here on Amazon and if you prefer PDF printable coloring
books, see etsy.com/shop/mollyharrisonart and www.mollyharrisonart.com. Also, you can find
Molly on Patreon where you can subscribe and receive monthly rewards! All images in this
coloring book are copyright protected and may not be shared unless you have colored them. If
you wish to share your colored images on Facebook or Instagram, remember to credit Molly
Harrison.
Exquisite, ready-to-color drawings of flowers -- one for each letter of the alphabet -accompanied by young sprites in carefree poses. Each illustration also contains the first letter
of the flower's name.
This Unique Coloring Book with Beautiful Fairies and The Adorable Fantasy World This
wonderful companions Coloring Book with magical creatures for Adults, Women and
Teenagers will carry you to a colorful world of fantasy where you can de-stress and take a
break from the daily grind. Featuring 25 +3 BONUS unique illustrations of Fairies by Stasia
Taneva, you won't find a Coloring Book like it anywhere else. Each Fairy is unique and has her
own theme. This Coloring Book would make a perfect Birthday or Holiday Gift for anyone who
enjoys Coloring, Painting and likes the Magic Pop Manga, Witches, Animals, Dogs, Cats,
Unicorns, Enchanted forest, Dragons, Dinosaur, Mermaids, and Fantasy characters. It's a
great present for Christmas, Mother's Day, Thanksgiving, Halloween, or just because! Perfect
for your significant other, Mum, Grandmother, Teacher, Aunt or Daughter. What you will find in
this Coloring Book: 25 (+ 3 Bonuses from my other Coloring Book) unique illustrations with two
copies each (53 total). A bonus copy is added for you to try different colors or media, share
with a friend, or simply color it again when you are not under stress. Each coloring page is
printed on a separate sheet. Printing on only one side of the paper avoids the show-through
that other Coloring Books often have. You can use any drawing tools, including colored
pencils, pens, markers, and watercolor pencils. When using water-soluble media or alcoholbased markers, it is advisable to put a paper under the page you are going to color.
Comfortable large size: 8.5 x 11 inch (A4 size). De-stress without straining your eyes to color
small details. Suitable for every skill level. There is no wrong way to color these Fairies - you
can do it your own way, using the Colors and Drawing tools you prefer. Beautiful Art, NonQuote and Non-Swear. Plunge into an amazing, exciting Fantasy World about Fairies.

A cursed pharaoh. A determined archaeologist. Three days to find true love. The
dank depths of the Egyptian ruins reveal something I’ve been searching for my
entire adult life—the tomb of the mysterious pharaoh, Nebtawyre Mentuhotep IV.
And somehow, the sexy king steps from his sarcophagus very much alive. Lust
soon overpowers reason as I fall down the rabbit hole with Wyre. He claims me
completely—my mind, body, and soul. We only have three days to break a
4,000-year-old curse placed on him by his crazy ex. If we don’t, he’ll return to
his tomb and take my heart with him. All books in the Supernatural Love Stories
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in the Absurd Series are stand-alone and can be read in any order.
It is almost impossible to envision what childhood would be like without the
enchanting world of fairyland. Princes and princesses, flying dragons, monsters
and magicians, giants and dwarfs, ogres and fairiesâ€”these are the companions
who thrill youngsters of all lands and times. This book contains 19 such tales.
Coming from all quarters of the world, including France, England, Germany,
Russia and Persia, the stories provide rich insight into the lives and cultures of
different peoples. Narrated in clear, lively and easy to understand language, the
tales are enriched with beautiful illustrations.
This collection of tales opens up a magical world far from our customary haunts.
Ghost stories, romances, fables, and heroic sagas: the forms are familiar, but the
characters we meet surprise us at every turn. For those who know and love the
tales of the Grimms and Andersen, the universal themes of fairy tale literature
emerge in these classic stories, but with a sophistication that is uniquely Chinese
and altogether entrancing. With black-and-white drawings throughout Part of the
Pantheon Fairy Tale and Folklore Library
Relax into the creative world of coloring. Containing a beautiful and diverse
collection of illustrations, this fantastic book will allow the artist within you to
shine! This edition contains a selection of fantasy artwork for you to complete in
your chosen color scheme. You can make your finished artworks as simple or as
complex as you like --whichever you choose, you'll be thrilled with the results!
relaxing and therapeutic wide selection of fantasy scenes including unicorns,
mermaids and fantasy patterns artwork ranges in complexity over 60 different
scenes to color in
This book is a compilation of my line art illustrations - 100 pages! I have taken my
most popular images from several of my books including: A Fairy Realm - Four
Images, Autumn Fantasy - Two Images, Colorful Fantasy - Nine Images, Fairies
and Fantasy - Ten Images, Fairies - Nine Images, Fairies with Dragons and
Unicorns - Six Images, Fairy Dreams - Fifteen Images, Fairyland - Nine Images,
Halloween Fantasy - Two Images, Magical Fairies of Molly Harrison - Sixteen
Images, Mystical - Two Images, Mystical Fantasy - Fifteen Images, Halloween
and Autumn - One Image. This coloring book features flower fairies, celestial
fairies, autumn fairies, and fairies with their companions! This is a line art book,
not grayscale. Suitable mediums are colored pencils, markers, pastels, gel pen,
and chalk. If you use markers, be sure to put a couple pieces of paper between
the pages to prevent bleed through. Some of the illustrations are more detailed
than others and some are quite simple for a nice variety! For PDF instant
download coloring books that you can print out at home, visit my Etsy shop at
www.etsy.com/shop/mollyharrisonart. For EXCLUSIVE coloring pages, join my
Patreon page at www.patreon.com/fantasyartistmolly
This coloring book features images mainly from 2020. I have included both the
line art versions as well as the grayscale versions of these artworks after asking
my wonderful customers and fans if they would be interested in this. The
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overwhelming majority said YES! It is a bit different in it's layout as well with the
images facing each other so that one can be used as a reference for the other
(also requested by many). Most images are fairies, two are mermaids and one is
a maiden in the wind. Some are more simple than others and some also have
some added backgrounds that did not appear in the original paintings and so the
backgrounds on the line art pieces (in some) might be a bit different than the
grayscale images. This coloring book is suitable for adults and kids who have
good fine motor control. I recommend using colored pencils, alcohol markers,
chalk pastels, chalk, even eye shadow. Gel pens add a nice touch. Even though
these images are printed single sided, please put a piece of heavy paper or a few
sheets of regular printer paper between the pages to prevent bleed through. Also,
you are welcome to scan the images on your scanner and print them out on
heavy card stock paper or even watercolor paper if your printer will accept it. I
also have this book in PDF version in my Etsy shop
etsy.com/shop/mollyharrisonart. You can find more information, purchase prints,
PDF coloring books, individual coloring pages and find out more at
www.mollyharrisonart.com.Also for serious colorists, please consider joining my
Patreon page at patreon.com/fantasyartistmolly.
Explore your dark side with this Halloween inspired adult coloring book by Selina
Fenech. This coloring book features 25 sweet, sexy, and magical designs of
witches, vampires, dark angels, goblins, masquerades, gothic ladies, dark
fantasy creatures, and Halloween spirit ready to be brought to life with color! This
book includes TWO full sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in.
Page size is 8.5 x 11 inches, letter size, approx. 22 x 28 cm. Images on one side
only for easy removal and display. Images are framed within the page, not full
bleed. These intricate designs are suitable for adults and experienced colorists.
Parental discretion advised for younger artists as some artworks contain
artistic/concealed nudity and sensual gothic imagery.
Enjoy coloring beautiful fairies dressed in the ruffles and ribbons and lace of
fantasy fashions by fairy artist Meredith Dillman. This coloring book features 26
detailed designs inspired by flowers, leaves, and butterflies found in nature, and
historical eras like Victorian, Steampunk, and Rococo. The paper is standard
white 60# bond paper, suitable for colored pencils (markers or gel pens should
be used with protective paper placed behind the page). Pages are printed on side
only. Each image has a white border so none of the drawing is lost in the binding.
Page size is 8.5x11 inches with 8x10 inch artwork.
Relax and find peace as you color beautiful fairies in this enchanting coloring
book by bestselling coloring designer, Selina Fenech. You'll love spending hours
of peace and calm bringing these artworks to life with color. Leave your worries
behind, grab your favorite pencils and markers, and escape into a world of magic,
relaxation, and the joy of creativity. Perfect for any fairy lover, Fairy Magic by
Selina Fenech is filled with stunningly beautiful fairies in whimsical settings,
befriending dragons and wizards, or guarding enchanted doorways. Selina
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Fenech's coloring titles have 1500+ 5-star Amazon Reviews and sold over
100,000 copies. A favorite among the adult coloring community, discover the
elegant design, inspiring scenes, and sense of magic that makes Selina Fenech's
books so popular. Be calm, be content, and awaken your inner magic. Coloring
has become famous for its calming power and benefits for mental and emotional
health, in adults and children. Relieve anxiety while you release your inner artist,
and amaze yourself with the masterpieces you can create adding color to these
magical designs. 25 unique artworks x 2 copies of every artwork. This book
includes an extra copy of each of the 25 images, for a total of 50 pages to color
in, so you can try different colors or mediums, share with a friend, or have a backup in case of an oops, so you can have a stress-free experience. Page size is a
large 8.5 x 11 inches, 'Letter' size, approx. 22 x 28 cm. Images on one side only,
framed within the page, not full bleed. Coloring for all ages, beginner to
advanced. With a balance of intricate design and simpler elements, these images
will satisfy adults and experienced colorists without being overwhelming to
beginner artists. Parental discretion advised for younger artists as some books
may contain artistic/concealed nudity or sensual imagery. Explore the complete
'Fantasy Coloring by Selina' collection to find your next artistic adventure. You'll
find a whole world of magic with 20+ coloring books in fantasy themes from
mermaids to fairies, dragons to unicorns, goddesses to gothic witches, and the
totally cute Faedorables books. Selina Fenech has been a world renown fantasy
artist for over fifteen years, and has carefully illustrated these coloring designs
herself based on her original fantasy paintings. Buy Now, and experience peace
through the childlike wonder and magic of coloring. Scroll to the top of the page
and click the Add to Cart button.
Explore your inner goddess and discover peace and power through coloring with
this goddess and mythology inspired coloring book by Selina Fenech. This
coloring book features 25 goddesses, gods, and female characters from many
world mythologies, ready to be brought to life with color! This book includes TWO
full sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in. Page size is
8.5x11inches, letter size. Images on one side only for easy removal and display.
Images are framed within the page, not full bleed. These intricate designs are
suitable for adults and experienced colorists. Parental discretion advised for
younger artists as some artworks contain artistic/concealed nudity and sensual
goddess imagery. Goddesses from all over the world, including Antheia,
Aphrodite, Arianrhod, Athena, Blodeuwedd, Cerridwen, Coventina, Diana, Echo,
Fidelma, Gaia, Guanyin, Horned God and Goddess, Ishtar, Isis, Lady of the
Lake, Morrigan Triple Goddess, Nuwa, Oshun, Rhiannon, Selene, Shiva and
Parvati, Tempestas, Valkyrie, Wiccan god and goddess. From the Artist: As an
artist, color is a thing of magic in my life. Color creates shapes, forms, and
feelings in the artworks I paint. Laying color onto a blank page is when I feel
closest to true magic, when I feel happiest and most relaxed, and it's through
what I create that I share my love of magic with the world. Through my coloring
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books I want to share that same magic with you. The artworks in my books are
based on my completed paintings, which I have painted over the last ten years as
a professional artist. I have created the coloring designs to be intricate and
detailed but still fun and accessible. There is something for lovers of meditative
detail while simple enough to not be overwhelming for younger colorists. When
designing my books I decided to print them with two copies of each design,
because I know as an artist there are always so many possibilities! I wanted to
give everybody the chance of a do-over with every design, because I also know
mistakes can happen, and even the fear of mistakes can hamper creativity. I
want you to be able to create without fear! Try a different medium, or a different
color scheme. The double pages are also a chance to share the magic with a
friend, child, parent, sibling. Because sharing your creativity and joy of color is
the best magic of all.
Colorists drawn to the alluring magic of fairies will adore this book's images of
beautiful garden sprites. More than two dozen original full-page illustrations,
rendered in a sinuous style reminiscent of Art Nouveau, depict graceful winged
creatures surrounded by borders of roses, bleeding hearts, dogwood blossoms,
and other flowers.
Fairy Companions Coloring Book - Fairy Romance, Dragons and Fairy Pets
Gossamer wings, fairies, sprites, beautiful delights, and magical little things. A 60
page soft cover collection of Selina Fenech's fairy themed artworks. Includes full
page reprints of Fenech's artworks, sketchbook images, plus information and
insight into the creation of each work. This is the second collection featuring
Selina's fairy art.
Explore a new way to color with Selina's GRAYSCALE Coloring Editions. Be
taken away to a beautiful and inspiring world of fairies, unicorns, and dragons as
you color in these beautiful, black and white, fantasy paintings, optimized for
coloring. Let the original painting's tones and shading guide you to creating your
own masterpieces that appear like magic! Features fully shaded, black and white
versions of finished paintings, ready for color to be added. 25 artworks to color,
with a bonus second set of the same designs for further experimentation, backup,
or sharing. Images on one side only Large 8.5 x 11 inch size Detail/Skill Level
Guide: These images are simple-medium in detail. Fairy Art - Grayscale Coloring
Edition features the same set of artworks as Selina's more traditional Fairy Art
Coloring Book, for those who prefer outline style coloring books.
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs.
Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the groundwork for you to create
your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is
printed in high resolution to offer crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free
coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a
single-sided page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without
fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to display your
masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11"
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format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a wonderful gifted item.
Acclaimed author Graham Joyce's mesmerizing new novel centers around the
disappearance of a young girl from a small town in the heart of England. Her
sudden return twenty years later, and the mind-bending tale of where she's been,
will challenge our very perception of truth. For twenty years after Tara Martin
disappeared from her small English town, her parents and her brother, Peter,
have lived in denial of the grim fact that she was gone for good. And then
suddenly, on Christmas Day, the doorbell rings at her parents' home and there,
disheveled and slightly peculiar looking, Tara stands. It's a miracle, but alarm
bells are ringing for Peter. Tara's story just does not add up. And, incredibly, she
barely looks a day older than when she vanished. Award-winning author Graham
Joyce is a master of exploring new realms of understanding that exist between
dreams and reality, between the known and unknown. Some Kind of Fairy Tale is
a unique journey every bit as magical as its title implies, and as real and
unsentimental as the world around us.
Get into the holiday spirit this magical Christmas inspired coloring book by bestselling coloring
designer, Selina Fenech.
Fairy Portraits features coloring pages by bestselling coloring designer Selina Fenech focusing
on close-ups and faces, with fairies of different sizes, ages, face-types, genders, and often with
fantasy creature and animal companions.
There is another order of evolution running parallel to and blending with our own. Clairvoyant
Geoffrey Hodson captures the vast variety of etheric forms working with nature, stimulating
growth, bringing color to the flowers, brooding over nature’s beauty, dancing in the wind and
sunlight. Meet the magical miniature world of green, transparent sea spirits; the entrancingly
beautiful undine; the laughing, delicate, golden fairie; the slim, graceful, flowingly robed nature
devas; and the ancient hard working brownies. Learn to perceive and partake in the work of
the dynamic, unseen forces and forms which surround us and propel us toward our own
human evolutionary potentials.
If you are a Fairy Tales lover. This book is for you. Wonderful Fairy Tales Coloring Book For
Adult with Enjoy & Fun, Gorgeous Fairy Tales, Relaxing, Inspiration, Cute Fairy Tales Coloring
For Fairy lover, girls, boys, Teen and Adult. Beautiful Design with Fairy Tales. interior
Wonderful Fairy Tales Coloring Book 85 Pages 40 Fairy Tales Coloring Pages If you are
looking for Fairy Tales coloring books. This book is very perfect for you. -RUSS FOCUSIntroducing the world’s first interactive adult coloring book, infused with the whimsy and
bohemian-chic artistry of celebrity jewelry designer Jes MaHarry. As the number-one selling
jewelry designer for the Sundance catalog from Robert Redford, Jes MaHarry’s whimsical
designs have been featured on Ellen, Good Morning America, and the Today show, and have
been worn by celebrity trendsetters like Lena Dunham, Jennifer Aniston, and Julia LouisDreyfus. Her eclectic style appeals to those who favor the hand-crafted over the massproduced, and her carefully sculpted charms are infused with spirit, insight, and a rare depth of
emotion. On the cutting edge of her industry, MaHarry was the first jewelry designer to
popularize positive affirmations written on jewelry. Her positive messages, which are carved
into her award-winning jewelry, have garnered her countless fans across the globe, including
Pope Benedict who commissioned her to design commemorative coins for the Catholic
Church. MaHarry now sets a trend in motion with her Free Spirit adult coloring book, which,
like no other coloring book, also features positive affirmations, spiritual inquiries, and room for
users to answer questions and add their own artful elements. Each page of beautiful, handPage 8/9
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drawn illustrations leads readers into spiritual inquiry through journaling prompts, mindful
magic through coloring, and offers encouragement for freeing the spirit so it can soar.
A wistful exploration of fine art of coloring, this gorgeous book of illustrations offers
sophisticated coloring projects that help you relax, restore, and reclaim your day. Amidst the
pages of luscious designs, you’ll find fairies in dreamy landscapes and intricate, soothing
patterns that will inspire beauty and tranquility. Each peaceful, romantic design comes printed
on luxury paper. Find yourself lost in the whimsical patterns of Fairies in Dreamland and color
some serenity into your world.
Returning with even more magnificent images, the Grimm Fairy Tales Adult Coloring Book
Volume 2 gives you more of the artwork that you love! Bring your own unique artistic vision to
life with this collection of over 40 beautifully illustrated pages that includes cover art from
Zenescope's most popular comic books. Enter into the world of your favorite fairy tales and
fables, including Sleeping Beauty Snow White, Cinderella, Red Riding Hood, Jasmine, Robyn
Hood, and many more! Featuring artwork from the comic book industry's top artists, you can
showcase your skills and become an art legend, alongside the fantastic talents of Paul Green,
J Scott Campbell, Mike Krome, Jamie Tyndall, and more.
Be taken away to a beautiful and inspiring world of fairies, unicorns, and dragons, as you color
in these stunningly detailed illustrations. This coloring book features 25 easy level fantasy
designs by Selina Fenech, ready to be brought to life with color! BONUS This book includes
TWO full sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in. The paper is a quality white
bond, images on one side only for easy removal and display. Coloring for all ages.
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